Of course, the chancellor's name is Ralph A. Dungan, not with a "c" as it now appears on the sign marking the new college center, outside Partridge Hall. The MONTCLARION's sources in Trenton indicate that the state is aware of the error. However, the funds to buy the paint necessary to change the "c" to a "g" are allegedly held up in one of the Assembly's committees. Expected completion date for the correction is January 1972.

Dorm-Address Voting Urged
But Law Still Requires Home Registration

TRENTON (UPI) - New Jersey's attorney general wants the law changed so that 18-year-olds who choose to vote in the area they attend college may be permitted to do so.

But, George F. Kugler Jr., said Wednesday, that until the law is changed, he will urge that the present statute be followed, which requires students to register to vote on the basis of their permanent home address, not their temporary college one.

KUGLER, REACTING to a decision Tuesday from Superior Court Judge Frank J. Kingfield, which permits college students in that county to register to vote in the locale where they attend college, said he will appeal that ruling to get final "clarification" on the matter from the New Jersey Supreme Court.

The attorney general said he was directing his staff to prepare the necessary papers to file an appeal that he hoped the New Jersey high court would accept sometime in the next few months -- an appeal that would rule on Kingfield's decision.

Kugler, who said he would not seek a postponement of the final date of registration, which closed yesterday, called for a change in the state election laws and amendments that would permit students to make the decision where they would establish their home at the age of 18.

STILL, KUGLER said, at the present in New Jersey, "We cannot treat students any different than anyone else" under present law.

Kugler called Kingfield's decision "a little bit too narrow."

"You don't automatically register a student because he lives in a dorm," Kugler told newsmen. "He must be a resident of the state."

SPEAKING IN his office here, Kugler said there was little urgency to obtaining a final answer from the court because "very few students are affected." He meant, he said later, that very few students have applied to register at the place of their attending school.

Kugler said he hoped the high court would accept the case without having the state Appellate Division hear the case. This is not an unusual procedure.

datebook

TODAY
ELECTIONS for the freshman class and for unfilled legislative offices from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the lobby of Memorial auditorium.
FILMS for the "History of Cinema as Art" 1:4 p.m. in L-135. This week: "Potemkin" - "Olympia" (diving sequence) and "Triumph of the Will."

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 25
FOOTBALL. MSC at East Stroudsburg, Pa. at 3 p.m.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 26
OPEN HOUSE for the Inter-Sorority Council from 1:30-4:30 p.m. in the cafeteria of the student life building.
BASEBALL. MSC at Lafayette, Pa. doubleheader, starting at noon.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 27
EXPERIMENT IN INTERNATIONAL LIVING meeting for the alumni of summer 1971 at 6 p.m. in the lower lounge of the student life building.
PLAYERS meeting, playreading committee selections at 6 p.m. in the studio theater. Open to all students.
CHEERLEADING TRY-OUTS. Organizational meeting at 4 p.m. in Panzer gym.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
DIALOGUE. "The Why of Belief" with Dr. G. Brantl, Mr. R. Streetman, and Mr. S. Johnson at 8 p.m. at Newman House.
WRESTLING. Candidates meeting at 4 p.m. in P-004.
CROSS COUNTRY. Fairleigh Dickinson University and Rider College at MSC, 4 p.m. at Garrett mountain.
SOPHOMORE CLASS meeting in the lower lounge of the student life building. Time to be announced.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
CONSERVATION CLUB meeting at 7:30 p.m. in V-155. SOCCER, NCE at MSC. 3:30 at Brookdale park.
By Jo-Ellen Scudese
Staff Writer

Slick 10-speed English racers, as well as sturdier, single-speed Colombias are just a few of the types of bicycles to be found in various nooks and crannies on the Montclair State campus this fall.

The two-wheeler is coming into its own once again. With the ever-increasing automobile traffic problem, the once-defunct "wooden horse" is becoming the "faster, cheaper" way to get to college these days.

ALLYNN GOOEN, a MSC cyclo-wielding New Jersey native, gives the story behind the cycle at Montclair State.
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By Diane Forden
Staff Writer

Student Aid Reduced,
Job Scarcity Results

By Diane Forden
Staff Writer

Reduction of state funds for student financial aid services has created a temporary job scarcity on campus. According to Ulrich J. Neuner, financial aid director, "funds allocated to the college under the work-study and Economic Opportunity Fund programs have been reduced 40%, thus creating an extra burden on the Work Scholarship allocation."

There are 245 students on the work-study program and 102 students on the EOF program, according to Neuner. "On file for placement we have about 76 applications and they're coming in every day," he said.

Neuner stated that the $1.80 per hour rate may not be increased in order to create more jobs. "We're trying to stretch our dollar as far as possible in order to give students more assistance," he said. "We're trying to give as many students as possible some financial aid during college."

STUDENTS CHOSEN for the work-study and EOF programs are those in "dire need of financial help," Neuner said. Family income and parental contribution are two factors considered when determining financial need. "As far as the work-study program is concerned, we consider students whose total family income is $7800 or less," Neuner stated. "In regard to the EOF program, we try to assist students who are in dire need or come from homes where there are unusual problems and whose income is not above the $7500 range."

MSC Grad

Arlene Petty -- J.C. Mayor?

By Susan Kelly
Staff Writer

Arlene Petty wants to give the voters of Jersey City a chance to elect an honest mayor. To give them that chance, Miss Petty, a 1971 graduate of Montclair State, is running for that office.

"Jersey City has so much to offer and it is dying," said the red-haired candidate. A life-long resident of Jersey City, Miss Petty cited the average educational level of the residents as equivalent to the eighth grade. The city is split into ethnic areas which destroy its unity, she continued. "Nobody wants to raise their kids there anymore," she said.

DISCUSSING THE alleged corruption of the Jersey City government, Miss Petty stated that "even if only part of it is true, it is appalling." Miss Petty is currently working towards her masters degree in student personnel and guidance at M.S. She is a graduate assistant in Bohn Hall and is employed by the Economic Opportunity Fund in housing and urban problems.

Altho she has had no previous political experience, Miss Petty stated that "there are many people who are qualified to run for mayor but who are not honest." She confessed doubts as to actually winning the mayor's seat but hopes that her candidacy will at least "make people aware that they can run for mayor and try to change things."

MISS PETTY is running as an independent and will not run under an established party. As to public reaction to her candidacy, Miss Petty said that "most people have been very favorable." "People have been very encouraging," she said.

5 Minus 1 is Still a Long Wait

By Annette Marandino
Staff Writer

The difficulties and delays experienced by MSC students during registration will be somewhat lessened this spring, according to Anthony Notare, computer center director.

He commented that the improvement would come about as a result of the elimination of some computer problems that have been encountered in the past. Citing a specific example, Notare stated that students can expect 99% accuracy in class designation, thereby eliminating one of the five registration lines.

RECENTLY, Notare, Dr. Thomas H. Richardson, members of the registrar's staff and various department chairmen met to discuss past failures, and possible future improvements of the computer system. Notare declined to comment on the specific problems that have plagued the computer system, explaining that it would be unethical, since it concerns other people.

Commenting on the innovative period, Notare stated that students would be guaranteed in-person registration for students who pre-registered for innovative offerings. As for the regular spring semester, he added that procedures for pre-registration will be the same as they have in the past, the he anticipates the elimination of much of the confusion that has occurred previously.
Prison Resolution
Was Moral Issue

The events at Attica and San Quentin are still
confusing, clouded with contradictory stories,
charges and countercharges.

However, the fact remains that those two
horrifying days have brought the crisis in American
prisons to the attention of the public and to the
Montclair State campus.

A resolution was passed at Tuesday’s SGA
meeting “strongly protesting the brutal and
inhumane treatment in American prisons” over
the objections of some representatives who believed
the statement took a political stand on the riots.

In our opinion the resolution was well-worded,
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People Popping
Out All Over

As it was reported in last week’s issue of the
MONTCLARION, we can expect an extra 1000
people on the Montclair State campus next year.

While it would be unfair to suggest that MSC
should not attempt to fill its potential in
accommodating future New Jersey students, it is
doubtful that we will be able to handle this extra
1000 people competently without some serious
rejiggering.

The new math/science building and the student
union are scheduled to be opened in the spring,
however it is questionable that they will be able to
provide dorm space or an extra parking lot for this
new influx of students.

It seems obvious that the campus will be a scene
of uncontrolled chaos unless sufficient preparation
is made.

Reportage

America Is Free But Everywhere in Chains

By Suzie Hansen
Staff Writer
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Campus Whirl
The Legislative Provo

The mild controversy over
the choice of productions for
Players’ 1971-72 season may be
offset by one of the greatest
comedy productions on the
Montclair State campus — and
hopefully, one of the
best-attended.

We refer, of course, to the
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION’s weekly
legislative meetings, held in
studio theater (K-200) at 4 p.m.
Tuesday — but particularly to a
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department rep Bruce Conforth.
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inhumane treatment of
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MSC campus.
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greatly satiric nature, such as
their proposal to fill the area
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industrial arts building with
Brazilian quicksand or their bill
to substitute the letter “x” for the
letter “v” in all SGA literature and correspondence.

SGA President TERRY B.
LEE seems to be concerned that
what the Provopeople are doing
will harm SGA. But it’s just
possible that the Provopopulation’s
satiric legislation will appeal to the
cynical MSC student’s mind
enough to make him attend the
weekly legislative meetings. And
a lot of legislators feel that it’d
be better to get the student
body there “for laughs” than
not to get them there at all.
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Soapbox

Master Schedules Obsolete

To the Editor:

I think everyone agrees that he has a legitimate gripe against the administration here at Montclair.

One gripe in particular however, should have substantial attractiveness as an article.

The procedure of distributing master schedules in April or May for the fall semester is only a rate of time but self-defeating. What recourse does a student have when after scheduling a class, he finds he has returned to school that the teacher was removed, the days re-arranged and no notice given to bring these changes to the attention of the student?

When asked this same question, I was told that it would be impossible to notify every student for every change that occurred in the master schedule over the summer. That the master schedule was, in fact, obsolete by August. Why even publish a master schedule in the spring when changes will eventually occur? Why cause so much student anxiety and confusion.

In the future, better scheduling leads to chaos in the first week. In September? Could not teacher registration be put into a working order? And no one should graduate unless he knows how to swim. That occurred in the master schedule was, in fact, a complete failure. According to Dr. Dale Parnell, no one should graduate from a master schedule in April or May. And no one should graduate over the summer. That was one of our demands.

There is nothing like giving skills, things one can do, to give a person confidence.

J.D. Hile

DORM ENGINEERING: Methods of improving Boba Hall will be prepared for the 1971-1972 year. With the Warden, Mr. Walrus and I agree. What about amnesty?

And don't forget Spangela Cravis. Right-On: "Spangela Cravis? What's she got to do with us?"

Sammy: "Your threats don't scare me. Dupe doesn't buy that."

Warden: "I find these threats non-negotiable. Agree or the Warden: "It is not within my power to grant such requests. Perhaps we can negotiate?"

Saying: "I say my. They're non-negotiable. Agree or the hostages will suffer!"

Warden: "Dupe, is this what you want?"

Right-On: "Yes, and he also wants Spangela Cravis freed?"

Warden: "Don't make us resort to force.

Somebody tell me what's going on."
Films and newsreels pervade campus

By Chic Miles
Staff Writer

Dynamic, aggressive and hard-working are the impressions one gets after talking with Arnie DePasquale, student and cochairman of the College Life Union Board (CLUB) Cinema Committee. Now working for United Press International television news, Arnie has been a main cog in obtaining feature movies for Montclair State. A big success last year, Club Cinema scheduled such movies as “2001”, “Boys in the Band”, and “Patton”. “Woodstock” will be included among the ten future movie features of this year. Also included in the curricula are cartoons, sport films, and other short features that will be shown in the various lounges on campus. CLUB is working on a non-profit basis, but if a profit is made, more films will be shown at a low cost – or for free.

NEWSREELS

“Home-Grown Newsreels” was an idea brought into existence last year by the Cinema Committee with the help of DePasquale.

“Home-Grown Newsreels” are films made on campus of the major events of the year. “Hopefully we will make movies of homecoming, the Christmas Ball, and of all other important events here at Montclair State this year,” DePasquale stated. Other plans are also in the making. “Every time there is a film presented here, we will attempt to have an actor, producer, or director of the film here also,” remarked Arnie.

Working in conjunction with West Point and the University of Miami, CLUB hopes to trade and share newsreels.

Asked if he was optimistic that this project was going to be successful, the young man replied, “People in CLUB are not lazy, they like to do things. When people get involved in something, they become interested.”

- ONE ACTS -

SNOB SOAP
Channel 13 is planning to show all 26 episodes of the Forsyth Saga in a marathon 24-hour showing from Sat., Sept. 25, 8 p.m., thru Sun., Sept. 26, 8 p.m.

CAN YOU CROAK
“The Frogs,” a Greek comedy by Aristophanes, is being produced by Sandi Grecco, a speech and theater major, this semester. Auditions are being held on Tues., Sept. 28, 4-5, and 6-10 p.m., and Wed., Sept. 29, 6-10 p.m., in Memorial auditorium. Copies of the Richmond Lattimore translation are available in Sprague library.

THE PLAY’S THE THING
There will be a Players meeting on Mon., Sept. 27, 6:30 p.m., in the Studio Theater (K-200). The playreading committee, which will ultimately pick next season’s plays, will be selected at this time.


Feiffer wrote “Carnal Knowledge” as a stage vehicle, but Nichols saw it as an incisive screenplay. The rest is history. The Joseph E. Levine presentation for Avco Embassy Pictures is receiving worldwide critical acclaim.

Nichols will soon begin rehearsals on a Broadway play, “The Prisoner of Second Avenue” after which he will start a new film for Avco Embassy Pictures.


‘Quarterly’

Exploring new horizons

By Catherine Jacob
Staff Writer

An emphasis on “creative expression” summarizes the literary philosophy of Curt De Groat, the new production manager of Quarterly, Montclair State’s literary magazine. “Quarterly would like to see some of the less experienced, non-professional students on campus get a chance to express themselves creatively,” he said.

De Groat, a member of the Quarterly staff for three years, sees the need for other vehicles through which students can expand their artistic abilities. He would like to set up a program of four workshops, dealing with prose, poetry, drama and visual arts. “Workshop activities will be very informal,” he said.

“Very informal” is the atmosphere of these workshops will be very informal and elastic, De Groat stresses. He hopes that this will attract those students who have creative ideas but do not know how to implement them, and considers multimedia exhibits, poetry readings and the production of a play as realistic possibilities for workshop activities.

Since De Groat is relying upon ideas and responses from the college community to help get the project underway, he is inviting interested students to stop at the Quarterly office. “Just come in and talk about what you’re interested in,” De Groat concluded.

The New Jersey Symphony Orchestra season will open locally. Two concerts will be given on Oct. 15 and 16 at Montclair and Millburn High Schools, respectively.

The 1971-1972 season is anticipated to run for 21 weeks thru next spring and for five weeks into the summer of 1972.

Seventy-five student concerts are planned out of a total of 120, including about 45 full-scale concerts. Details of the orchestra’s full schedule and its soloists will be announced.

Henry Lewis, the orchestra’s music director, will be conducting for his fourth season. Subscription series are planned for several North Jersey communities. Also scheduled are the orchestra’s popular family concerts, which are designed to suit a variety of tastes. The orchestra is due to perform at the new John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington, D.C. on Nov. 12, at Carnegie Hall in New York City on Nov. 10, and at Rutgers/New Brunswick on Nov. 8.

ACTION, CAMERA: Arnie DePasquale shoots some newsreel footage on the streets of New York City.
Bob De Goria closes in. MSC scored a comeback victory in the season opener at Kutztown, 25-20.

THA T'S FAR ENOUGH: Kutztown halfback Doug Dennison is tied up by MSC's Jerry Caputo as guard
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The Swingline “Tot 50”

96¢ in 1950. 96¢ in 1971.

if you can name something else

hasn't gone up in price since

1950. We'll send you a free Tot Stapler with

1000 staples and a vinyl pouch.

Enclose 25¢ to cover postage

and handling.

Try. Try hard.

The only thing we can think of

is what we make. The Swingline “Tot 50” Stapler. 96¢ in 1950. 96¢ in 1971.

And it still comes with 1000 free staples and a handy carrying

pouch. It staples, tacks and

mends. It's unconditionally

guaranteed. It's one of

the world's smallest staplers.

And it's the world's biggest

seller. Could be that's why it

hasn't gone up in price in

21 years.

if you're interested in something

a little bigger, our Cub Desk

and Cub Staplers are available at

Stationery, Variety and College

Bookstores.

Two out of Three for Indians

MSC Takes Squeeker

Montclair State College's

baseball team squeaked past

Manhattan College Wednesday, 6-5, in a fall game at Clifton

Grammar School.

The Indians split a pair of

games in the semifinals of the

Manhattan Coaches playoffs.

Saturday, the Indians suffered

their first defeat this season at the hands of Baruch College, 3-2. Tuesday, they reversed the outcome with a 3-2 victory over

St. Peter's.

MSC CAME up with the

winning run against Manhattan in the seventh inning.

Bob DeJianne, brother of former

MSC baseball player Don

DeJianne, singled to start the

rally. The Indians managed to

get bases loaded before pitcher

Kevin Cooney squeezed home the

winning run.

The Indians slugged 11 hits

against Baruch's two, but seven

miscues provided the edge.

Baruch needed to out MSC from the tournament. MSC's slugging first baseman, Charlie Williams collected three hits against Baruch.

Carl Gordon also had a good
day at the plate against Baruch, punching out two singles. Tony Scardellitti only had one hit against Baruch, but that was a run-producing triple.

DeJIANNE WAS one of the

heroes in Sunday's game against St. Peter's. DeJianne's RBI double was one of four hit by

the Indians. Stu Ricter clouted a
two-bagger to knock in a run. John Bradshaw also doubled for

the Indians. Stu Ricter clouted a
two-bagger to knock in a run. John Bradshaw also doubled for

the Indians. Stu Ricter clouted a
two-bagger to knock in a run. John Bradshaw also doubled for

the Indians.

MSC 0 3 15 7 - 25

KSC 0 14 0 6 - 20

Touchdowns: MSC-Morschauser 2,

Broodale Park. Game time is 3 p.m.

INTRAMURALS

All applications for the fall

intramural touch football,
half-court basketball and tennis

programs should be returned by


Applications are still available in the athletic office located in

Panzer gym.
POINTING OUT HIS MONUMENT, Harold C. Bohn Jr. gives a dedication address.

PROVO REPRESENTATIVE, Harold C. Bohn Jr., arrives at building dedication with his press secretary, Leon Varjian.

HAMMERING IT UP, Provopeople secure their sign to Bohn's front lawn.

PROVOPEOPLE unveiling Bohn's bone

HAROLD C. BOHN, JR. being rushed away from inquiring photographers.